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A B S T RAe T 
In this paper we attempt to develop a theory of expansive continuous 
flows on compact metric spaces analogous to the theory for discrete 
expansive flows. 
In Section 1, we develop the concept of expansiveness for 
continuous flows, and consider some examples of this concept. 
In Section 2, we use the ideas of local cross-sections and flow 
boxes for a continuous flow to derive a special type of open cover for 
a space admitting a fixed point free flow. We define what it means for 
such an open cover to be a generator and show that a flow is expansive 
if and only if it admits a generator. 
In Section 3, we prove some elementary theorems about expansive 
flows, including the result that, for am expansive flow, there is an 
exponential growth rate on the number of periodic orbits. 
In Section 4, we consider asymptotic properties of expansive 
flows, and show 1n particular that the nonisolated closed orbits of 
an expansive flow are topologically sources, saddles, or sinks. 
In Section 5, we prove that every expansive fixed point free flow 
1S a factor of the flow obtained by suspending the shift map on a 
subspace of the space of sequences modelled on a finite set. 
In Section 6, we consider the question of the existence of 
expansive flows on compact 2-manifolds, and prove that there are no 
such. 
In the Appendix we give a proof (due essentially to DoVo Anosov) 
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Expansi~Homeomorphisms and Continuous Flows 
Continuous Flows. 
Definition. Let (X,d) be a metric space and ~ denote the 
set of real numbers.A continuous flow on X is a continuous map 
~ : R x X + X such that 
(1) For all x in X, ,(O,x) = x 
(2) For all x in X, and for all sand t in R 
~(s + t,x) = ,(s, ~(t.x)). 
Definition. If ~ is a continous flow on X, the ~-orbit of a 
point x in X = U { ~(t,x) } 
t in R 
Notation. From now on X will denote a metric space with 
understood metric d. (X,~) will denote a metric space X together 
with a continuous flow ~ on X. We will denote the ,-orbit of 
x in X by O~(x) or simply by O(x) if there is no danger of 
confusion with another flow ~. 
~ will denote the set of real numbers. For a fixed t in R we wil] 
write ~t for the map ,I{t} x X + X. i.e. For all x in X, 
't x = .(t,x). We note that, for each t in ~, ~t is a 
nrneomorphism from X to itself. 
ExpansiveHcmeomorphisms. 
Definition. 1.21. A. home~morphism h of a metric space X is 
said to be expansive if the following statement holds. There 
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exists c > 0 in~. (the so-called expansive constant for (X.h), 
such that for all x and y in X with x~, there exists an integer 
n with d(hnx, hny) > c, 
Important examples of expansive homeomorphisms are the 
so-called Anosov diffeomanxnsms and the shift map on the (compact) 
metric space of bi-infinite sequences modelled on a finite set~ 
§1.3 Expansive Flows, 
We would like to develop a concept of expansiveness for flows 
that would include Anosov flows and suspensions of expansive 
homeomorphisms as' examples of expansive flows. 
The immediate analogy with Definition 1.21 is comparative~y 
useless: an infinite compact space X does not admit a continuous 
flow ~ which is expansive in the following sense: 
There exists c > 0 in R such that for all x and y in X with 
x ~ y, there exists t in R with d(~tX' ~tY) > c, 
For suppose, such a constant c existed. If X is compact, for 
all p in ~ sufficiently close to 0, d(~p; id
x
) < C. 
i.e. for all x in X, d(~ x, x) < c. p 
Thus for ~ll p in R with Ipl sufficiently small 1 
d(~p(~tX). ~tx) < c for all x in X, and for all t 
i~e. d(~t ~p x, ~tx) < c for a).l t in R 




Hence for all x in X, and for all Ipl sufficiently small, 
41 x = x • p 
Therefore 41 is the trivial flow (i.e. every point is'fixed under 41) 
on a finite set of points. 
Remark. More generally, if we had a continuous abelian group G 
acting on X, the same argument would apply to show that if X 
were compact infinite, it would not support an expansive G-action. 
This result is stated iT. [<:eynes and Robertson ~ and also 
occurs in[Gottscha~ and Hedlund 1.1 
It is clear that if we wish to extend the concept of 
expansiveness to continuous flows, we need to work "modulo the 
orbits" in some sense. We are led therefore, to try the 
following definition: A continuous flow 41 on X is expansive 
if there exists c.> ° in R such that for all x and y in X with 
However, consider the following example, due to P. Walters, 
Example 1.31. 
Let X be the unit square in ~2 with top and bottom sides 
identified ({x,O) '" (x,l)), and 41 the flow on X given by 
+t{x,y) = {x, (y + t) mod 1) ~ 
and Y the trapezium in ~bounded by y = 0, x = 0, x = 1, Y = x + 1, 
again with top and bottom sides identified «x,O) '" (x, X + 1»)., and 1/1 
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the flow on Y given by 
~t(x,y) = (x,(y + t) mod (x + 1». 
The map h X + Y defined by 
h(x,y) = (x, yo(x + 1» 
is a homeomorphism mapping ~-orbits onto ~-orbits, 
i.eo (X,~) and (Y,~) are topologically conjugate. 
However, (Y,w) 1S expansive in the above sense, whereas 
(X,~) is not. 
Therefore the definition above is not an invariant with 
respect to topological conjugacy. 
The preceding discussion motivates us to define an expansive 
flow with 
Definition 1.32. A continuous flow ~ on a met~ic space X 
is expansive if 
For all £ > 0, there exists 0 > 0, such that whenever 
x and yare in X and ~t;pe~ a homeomorphism a : R + R 
with a(O) = 0 and 
[d(~tX' ~a(t)Y) < 0 
where Ipl < £. 
a(t) > 0 for t > 0, then 
for all t in ~J impiies that y = ~ x, p 
Notation 0 We shall say that a is in hom(~) if a R + R is a 
homeomorphism from R to R with a(O) = 0 and a(t) > 0 for t > O. 
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Remark 1.33. An equivalent statement to DefinitioL 1.32 is 
to say that a continuous flow ~ on a metric space X is 
expansive if for all c > O. there exists ~ > 0 such that 
whenever x and yare in X and a and e are in hom(~), 
[d(~a(t)x, ~a(t)Y) < ~ for all t in EO implies that 
y = ~ x, where jpl < £. p 
Remark 1034. Bowen and Walters have defined expansiveness 
for continuous flows 1n a slightly different way as follows: 
(X,~) is flow expansive if 
For all £ > 0, there exists ~ > 0 such that y = ~ x for some p p 
with Ipi < E, whenever s : ~ ~ ~ is continuous with s(O) = 0 
and d('t+s(t)y, ~t x) < ~, for all t in R (see ~owen & ~alters lJ). 
Theorem 1035. If ~ is an expansive flow on a metric space X, 
then the fixed points of ~ are isolated, and if X is compact, there 
are a finite number of fixed points. 
Proof. The second statement is clear, and to prove the first, 
we suppose the contrary holds. Let x in X be a fixed point of 
~ , and {x } a sequence of points in X converging to x. 
n 
Consider a fixed E > O. We have to show that for all 
~ > 0, we can find y and w in X and a in hom(~) with 
y # ~ w for any p with Ipl < E, and p 
d(~tW'~a(t)Y) < ~ for all t in R. 
Suppose ~ >0 is given. By continuity of the flow, there 
exists an integer N such that, for all n > N, 
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d(~t xn ' ~s x ) n < 6 for all s and t in R 
with lsi. It I , 2£ • 
We construct a in hom(.!!) as follows 
a(t) = 2t for o < t , £ 
a(t) = h for -2£ < t < 0 
a(t) :: t + E for t otherwise 
Then d (~t(.E xn ), ~a(t) xn ) < 6 for all t in R and for all 
x with n > N. 
n 
We have two cases. 
1. We can find x with n > N and x not periodic of period' E, 
n n 
in which case we are done. 
2. Each x , n > N, is periodic of period, E. 
n 
But x + x and x is fixed. Therefore, given 6 > 0, there 
n 
exists an integer M, such that for all n > M, d('t xn'~tx) < 6 
for all t in .!!p and (X,~) is thus not expansive. 
1.4 Examples of Expansive Flows. 
1.41 Flows on S1. Any fixed point free flow on the circle is 
expansive. For there is only one orbit, and given E > 0, 
there exists 6 > 0 such that d(x,y) < 6 implies that y = 'px, 
where Ipl < E. 
Neither flow in Example 1.31 is expansive. 
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1.43. Suspensions of Expansive Homeomorphisms, 
Recall that if h : X ~ X is a homeomorphism, the 
suspended flow, (or suspension of h), ah is defined on 
the identification space Y = (XxI) /"" where (x,l) ""(hX, 0), 
and a~ is defined by 
a~(x,s) = (hn x, r) where n is the quotient and r the 
remainder on dividing s + t by 1. 
Theorem 1.431, h : X ~ X is expansive if and only if the 
suspended flow ah on Y is expansive. 
We defer the proof of this theorem until §3.2. 
1.44. Anosov Flows. 
We recall the definition of an Anosov flow. A differentiable 
flow 4> on a compact (Riemannian) manifold M is said to be an 
Anosov Flow if the tangent bundle TM of M splits continuously 
into three subbundles invariant with respect to d4>t' say 
TM = X i Y , Z where Z is the 1 dimensional bundle along the 
flow, and if the tangent, plane at w in M is TM = X 'Y ~ Z , w w w w 
than for ~ in X , ~ in Y , we have 
w w 
(i) Id4>t(fJ I ~ a 1~le-ct, t ~ 0 
I d4>t ( ~) I ~ b I ~ Ie -ct, t ~ 0 
and (ii ) Id4>t(~)1 ~ a k I ect , t ~ 0 
Id4>t(~)1 ~ b klect t ~ 0 
The constants a,b,c are positive and are the same for all Y, ~ 
and Z;. 
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Theorem 1.441. Anosov flows are expansive. 
Proof. We give a proof of this theorem in the Appendix, the details 
of which are extracted from D.V. Anosov's monograph on geodesic 
flows on manifolds with negative curvature (see [AnOSOV lJ). 
gerella;py 1. 11l+~. fI rC fo.Ju} rc.r~ 
1h.ep rt../Y"' ,. 4- I.. L 
If , is one of Smale's Axiom A' flows, (see [Smale lJ), then 
,10(,) is expansive, where 0(,) is the non-wandering set of ,. 
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§2. Local Sections and Generators 
§2.0 Introduction. In this section all spaces will be ~ompact. We 
develop the notion of a generator or separating open cover 
for a continuous fixed point free flow on a compact space which 
is analogous to the concept of a generator for a discrete flow. 
We recall that if h x ~ X is a homeomorphism, a generator 
for (X,h) is a finite open cover U such that if (U.) is any 
1 
bi-infinite sequence of members ofU, then 
00 
1\ h-1 U. is at most one point. 
i=_oo 1 
Theorem 2.01. (See,for example, lBryant & Walters lJ). 
A homeomorphism h : X ~ X is expansive if and only if (X,h) 
admits a generator. 
2.1. Local Sections and Flow Boxes. 
The notion of a local section for a continuous flow is due to 
Whitney, (see [Whitney lJ), and the idea has been developed in 
greater detail by Beboutov, amongst others. (See ~emytskii & Stepan l 
Definition 2.11. Let (X,~) be a continuous flow. For x in X. 
a closed set S containing x LS a local section through x if x 
x 
has a closed neighbourhood N(x) in X homeomorphic to the product 
S x [- lJ, lJ], where lJ is in B,+, 
x 
i.e.If y is in N(x), then there exists a unique time t such that y 
I t I ~ lJ Y and ¢t y is in S , and the map y x 
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k : -'N(x) + Sx x [-lJ, lJ] 
sending y .. (~t y, t ) 
y' y 
is a homeomorphism. 
We shall sa} N(x) is a flow box neighbourhood of x of length 
Theorem 2.12 (Beboutov). Let ~ be a continuous flow on X, and 
let x in X be a non critical point of the flow. If x is not 
a periodic point of ~, then x admits a flow box neighbourhood 
of arbitrary length. If x is periodic of period 4lJ say, then 
x admits a flow box neighbourhood of length 2~, for any positive 
T < lJ. 
Remark. If B(x,6) denotes the closed ball neighbourhood of 
x of radius 6, and S is a local section through x, then 
x 
B(x,o) n S is also a local section through x. Thus we may 
x 
choose local sections of as small a diameter as we please. 
Notation. We shall write F(S,lJ) for a set in X which is a flow 
box neighbourhood of some point in X. F(S )1-1") has an al!lsociated loaal 
section S, and is of leng-th 2lJ. 
i.e. F(S,lJ) = S x [-lJ,lJ] . 
1ff will denote the projection map from F to S. 
1f2 will denote the projection map from F to [-lJ,lJ]. 
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If F = S x [-1.1,1.1] is a flow box neighbourhood of x, 
x x 
o 0 
we denote the interior of F by F ,F will be an open 
x x x 
neighbourhood of x. 
Lemma 2.13. If ~ is a fixed point free flow on a compact 
space X, then there is a minimum period for a periodic 
orbit. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists a sequence of points 
x. in X and times t. with t. + 0 and x. periodic of period t .• 
11111
We may suppose x. + x in X. 
1 
Now x is not fixed, hence by theorem 2.12, x has a flow 
box neighbourhood F = S x [-1.1, lJJ, 
x x 
There exists Nl > O~ such that for i > Nl , 
There exists N2 > 0, such that for i > N2 , 
x. is in F 0 
1 X 
o < t. < 1.1 0 
1 
Th'erefore, for i > Nl and N2 , xi is in Fx and 
Also ~t. + t (x.) is in Sx' since xi is periodic of period ti' 
1 x. 1 
1 
This contradicts the definition of Sx' since ~t(~t.xi) cannot 
1 
belong in S for 0 < It I < 21.1. 
x 
Corollary 2.14. If ~ is a fixed point free flow on a compact 
space X, then there exists T > 0 such that each point x in X 
f 
has a flow box neighbourhood of length 2To Proof. Take 4T equal 
to the minimum period of a periodic orbit and apply Theorem 2.12. 
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Definition 2.15. Let ~ be a fixed point free flow on 
a compact space X. A}J flow box cover 'jr for (X, +) is a 
o 0 
finite open cover 1 = {Fl' •••• Fp} of X such that 
(1) For each i, F. is a flow box of length 2p 
l. 
i • e. F. = S. x [-P. p]. and 
l. l. 
(2) F! = Se x 1-3p,3pl is also a flow box. 
l. l. 
Theorem 2.16. Let ~ be a fixed point free flow on a compact 
space X. Then there exists Po > 0, such that if 0 < P ~ Po' 
(X,.) admits a p flow box cover. 
Proof. By compactness. Theorem 2.12 and Corollary 2.14. 
§2.2. Generators and Expansiveness. 
In this section we define a generator for a continuous 
flow as a flow box cover which satisfies a further condition. 
and show that a fixed point free flow or a compact space X is 
expansive if and only if (X,.) admits a generator. 
Defini tion 2.21. Let +be a fixed point free flow on a compact 
o 0 
space X and let = {Fl , ••• , Fp} be a p flow box cover for 
(X,+), with each F. having associated local section 5 .• If ]. l. 
x f X, we say x admits a sequence (u.) if there exists a 
1 
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sequence of times (t.) with 0 ~ It I ~ II and 
1 0 
1l/4 $ ti - t i _l ~ 311, such that, for all integers i, 
•. x is in S t. u. 
1 1 
Remark. Intuitively, x admits a sequence (u.), if 
1 
O(x) runs through the sequence of flow boxes (F ). 
u. 
1 
Definition 2.22. Let. be a fixed point free flow on 
o 0 
a compact space X. A II flow box cover J' = {Fl , ••• , Fp} 
for (X,,) is a generator, or more strictly a ll-generator, 
if whenever x and y in X admit a common sequence, then 
y = • x, where Ipl ~ 211. p 
Theorem 2.23. A fixed point free flow on a compact space X 
is expansive if and only if (X,.) admits a generator. 
Proof. Suppose (X,+) admits a ).I-generator 
a 0 
:P = {Fl , ••• , Fp}o The idea is to show that if 6 is chosen 
sufficiently small, then if x and yare in X and there exists 
a in hom'-!!) 
with d(+tX' +a(t)y) < 6 for all t in ~, 
then x and y admit a common sequence of sections. 
Let 61 > 0 be a Lebesgue number for ~ Let n! and n? 1 1 
denote the prodections onto the first and second factors 
respectively of 
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By the local product structure for each F.', there exists 
1 
62 > 0 such that if x and yare in Fi' and d(x,y) < 62 , 
then Iw. 2 (x) - w. 2 (y)1 < ~/4. For the same reason, 
1 1 
there exists 63 > 0, such that if x and yare in Fi', and 
d(x,y) < 63 ,then d(w.
1 x. w.1y) < 62 , 1 • 1 
Now suppose we have x and y in X, and a in hom(!) 
o 
Then x and yare 1n F say. 
o 
Let x = w l(x) in 8 • 
000 
Yo = w 1 (y) in 8 0 
o 0 
Now ~3~/l (xo ) = ~slx say, and ~a(sl)Y' lie in a common (open) 
o 
flow box Fl where Fl ~ Fo' 
Therefore th~re exists tl with ~/2 < tl < 5~/2 and 
~t x, lying in 81 • 1 a 
Also there exists r l with ~ y lying in 81 , and by choice r l 0 
f ~ ~ ~/4<rl <1l~/4. o u < u 3' 
process by considering ~ Xl' etc. 
3lJ. /2 
Hence we can build up a common sequence of sections for 
x and Yo 
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Finally, we note that since (X,~) is fixed point free, 
if E > 0 is given, there exists 64 > 0 such that, if x and y 
are in X and y = ~px, where Ipl < 2p, then d(x,y) < 64 
implies that Ipl < E. 
Hence choosing 6 = min {61 ,6 3,6 4}, if x and yare in X 
and a is in hom(~) with d(~tx, ~a(t)Y) < 6 for all t in~~, 
then y = ~ x, where Ipl < E. p 
Conversely, we have to show that if (X,~) is expansive and fixed 
point free, then (X,~) has a generator. 
There exists p > 0 such that for 0 < p ~ p , (X,~) 
o 0 
admits a p-flow box cover. We have to choose a flow box cover 
that will be a generator. We do this by choosing local sections 
of sufficiently small diameter. 
Take E = 2p 0 There exists 6 > 0, such that if there exist x,y 
o 
in X and(a in hom(~) with 
d(~tX'~a(t)Y) < 6 for all t in ~, then 
y = ~ x, where Ipl < 2pv o p 0 
There exist e and 61 > 0 such that if d(x,y) < 61 and 
Is - tl < e, then 
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There exists ~ > 0, such that if F(S,T) is a flow box in 
X of length ~ 6~, then x,y in F and d(x,y) < ~ 
o 
implY that 11f2 (x) - 1f2(y) I < 9. 
o o 
Choose a 11 0 flow box cover '1 = {F 1 ... F } where each flow p 
box F. has an associated local section S. 
1 1 
Suppose x and y admit a common sequence of sections 
(Su. ). 
1 
Consider x = 1fI (x) in S 0 0 u 0 
Yo = 1f1 (y) in Su 0 0 
Then ~s x is in s for some $1' )J/4- ~ 51 
1 0 u1 
~t Yo i5 in 5 for some t l , I.t~ $ tl 1 ul 
By construction, d(x ,y ) < 0, and therefore 
o 0 
We define a: [O,lilJ ... [0, tlJ by 
tl 
t. aCt) = 
Then for t in 
~ 311o 
~ 3~o • 
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Correspondingly, we have '13 x in S , 
2 0 u2 
~t Y • 
2 .0 1n S - U 2 ) 
wi th lJ / ~ s 2 - s ~ 3lJ , lJ / ~ 4 J.. 0 4 
and for t in [sl' s2],we define a(t) by 
a(t) = (t2 - tl)(t - Sl) + tl 
s -5 2 1 
i.e. a maps [5 l ,52J linearly onto [tl' t 2J and a5 before 
d(~txo' ~a(t) Yo) < o. 
We continue in this way, inductively building a homeomorphism a 
in hom (B) 
with d(~txo' ~a(t)Yo) < 0 for all t in R. 
Yo = ~ x , where P 0 Ipl < 2lJ . 
But x and yare in S 
0 0 u 
0 
Yo = xo ' and " is a generator. 0 • 
Note. In future work, if X is an expansive flow on a compact space X , 
and we refer to a generator for (X,~), we shall mean a generator 
for (X" F ~' ~)I where F ~ is the fixed point set of ~. 
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§3. Properties of Expansive Flows 
§3.0. Introduction. 
In this section we develop some of the properties of 
expansive flows on compact spaces. We show that expansiveness 
is an invariant with respect to topological conjugacy, and 
consider a related concept to expansiveness, which we term 
weak expansiveness. We show that for flows admitting a global 
section, weak expansiveness is equivalent to expansiveness. 
We show that in general, factors of expansive flows are 
not expansive, unless the projection map is locally a homeomorphism. 
flow. 
Next we look at maps and flows commuting with an expansive 
We also consider periodic orbits for an expansive flow and 
b()~ ~ -\hi. 
show that there is an exponential~growth rate 0' the number of 
periodic orbits. 
§3.1. Topological Conjugacy. 
Lemma 3.11. Let, be a fixed point free eQntinuousfl~w on a compa 
space X, and let ~ on Y be a topologically conjugate flow, 
i.e., there exists a homeomorphism h : X ~ Y mapping ,-orbits 
to ,-orbits and preserving the sense of the orbits. Then 
there exists a unique continuous map a: ~ x X ~ R 
such that 
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(1) For all t in~, and for all x in X, 
h ~t x = ~a(t,x)hx. 
(2) For a fixed x in X, the map a R ~ R defined by 
x 
a (t) = a(t,x}, is in homeR) x - , 
(3) For all x in X, and for all sand t in R 
a(s + t), x) = a(s, ~tx) + a(t,x). 
Remark. If a exists satisfying (1), it must satisfy (3), since ~ 
and ~ are flows. We therefore construct a unique a on 
(a neighbourhood) of zero in~) x X, and use (3) to extend 
the domain of a to all of R x X. 
Proof. For each x in X, we first define ax on a neighbourhood 
of zero. Since (X,~) and (Y,~) have no fixed points, each 
point y in Y has a ~ flow box neighbourhood F = S x[_~', ~'J, y y 
for some ~' > 0 (independent of y by compactness). Also, 
each point x in X, has a ~flow box neighbourhood F = S x [-~,~J 
x x 
such that 
h(F ) C Fh ' where again ~ is independent of x, by compactness 
x x 
Now h maps orbits to orbits, so h maps {~tX 
homeomorphically onto a (connected) piece of the w-orbit through 
hx contained in Fhx~ 
Le. h 4>tX = Wtt hx for t in [-~, ~,J, 
where t' in [-~',~'1 is unique. 
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For x in x, and It I ~ ~, define a(t,x) = t'. 
Clearly ax(O) = 0 and a
x
\ [-~,~] is 1 - 1 and continuous, 
and therefore is a homeomorphism onto its image. 
We now have a defined for all x in X and t in [-~,~]. 
We extend the domain of definition of a to all of 
R x X, using (3) inductively. 
Suppose a has been defined on X x [-n~,n~J,where n 
is a positive integer. 
Let t = n~ + t' where t' is in [O.~J. 
Define a(t,x) by a(t,x) = a(n~,x) + a(t"~n~ x). 
Similarly if t = - n~ + t', where t' is in [-~, oj. we define 
a (t,x) by 
a(t,x) = a(-n~, x) + a(t', ~-n~ x). 
This extends the domain of definition of a to 
Since ax![-~,~J is a homeomorphism onto its image, it follows 
that its extension a :R ~ R is also a homeomorphism and in 
x- -
fact is in hom(~). 
We now prove that a is continuous. Firstly, we note that for 
all £ > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that if It I < 6, then 
la(t,x)1 < £ for all x in X. (For as in the definition of a in x 
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a neighbourhood of 0, we could take flow boxes in Y of length 
2£, and define corresponding flow boxes in X of length 26 
wi th h F C Fh ). 
x x 
Hence to show a is continuous at (s,x) in ~ x X, it 
suffices to show that y sufficiently close to x implies that 
a(s,y) is arbitrarily close to a(s,x). Furthermore, by the 
inductive definition of a and a it suffices to prove the 
x y 
above statement for lsi ~ ~. 
Consider x in X. Let S be the local section 
x 
associated with the ~ flow box neighbourhood F of x, 
x 
Shx the local section (w.rot ~) through hx. For y in 
F
x
' hy is in Fhx • Let ~T y be the unique point on the 
~-orbi t of y with I T I ~~ and h ~ Y in Sh. For y close to x, T X 
T is close to 0. By the local product structure of Fhx ' 
if y is close to x(and hence ~TY is close to x), a(t,x) 
is close to a(t, ~ y). 
T 
Now a(t+T, y) = a(t,y) + a(T, ~tY) 
= a(T,y) + a(t, ~TY) 
For T close to 0, a(T,y) and a(T'~tY) are close to 0, and 
hence a(t,y) is close to a(t'~T y). 
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Hence if x is chosen sufficiently close to y, T 
is sufficiently close to 0, so that a(t,x) and a(t,y) are 
arbitrarily close. 
Remark. Anatole Beck has also proved this lemma in the general 
case i.e. when (X,~) has fixed points. (see his forthcoming book). 
Corollary 3.12. If ~ is an expansive flow on a compact space X, 
and (y,~) is topologically conjugate via h to (X,~), then 
the map a in lemma 3.11 exists. 
Proof. The fixed points of ~ are isolated. Hence away from the 
fixed point set F9 a is defined. i.e. a is defined on 
!!. x (X" F), and for p inF, we define a p 
identity on !!.. 
R -+ R as the 
Theorem 3.13. Expansiveness for flows on compact spaces is an 
invariant of topological conjugacy. 
Proof. Let (Y,~) be topologically conjugate to (X,~) via h. 
Suppose (y,~) is expansive, and (X,~) is not. We shall show this 
leads to a contradiction. 
Remark. We may restrict our attention to (X, F., ~) and (y '" F .. ,~), 
where F~ is the fixed point set of (X,~) and F~ is the fixed point 
set of (Y, ~). 
As in the proof of lemma 3.11, there exist ~ and~' > 0 
such that for all x in X, x has a flow box neighbourhood Fx of 
length 2~ with h(F ) C F' where F' is a flow box neighbourhood 
x hx hx 
of hx of length 2~'. 
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Let a be the map described in lemma 3.11, 
i.e. h ~ x = t for all x in X, 
and for all t in R. 
Now (X,~) is not expansive, so there exists E > 0) 
o 
such that, for all 6 > 0, there exist xl and x2 in X, and y 
in hom(~) with x2 ; ~p xl for Ipl < EO' and d(~tXl' ~y(t) x2 ) < 6 
for all t in R. 
Choose E = min {~, E } • 
o 
If x' ~ ~px, for any p with 
for any q with Iql < a(E) where 
Ipl < E, then hx' ; ~ hx q 
a(E) = min {a (E), la (-E) I} 
x EX x x 
There exists 6y > ° such that if Yl and Y2 are in Y and a 
is in hom(~), 
d (~tYl' ~b(t) Y2 ) < Oy for all t in ~ implies that Y2 = ~q Yl , 
where lql < a(E). 
There exists 6X > 0, such that if d(xl , x2 ) < 6x,then 
d(hXl , hx2 ) < 6y • 
Select xl and x2 in X with y in hom(~), x2 ; ~p xl' Ipl < E, 
and d(~t xl' ~y(t) x2 ) < 6X for all t in R. 
Then d(~a(t.xl)(h xl)' ~a(y(t). x
2
)(h x2 » < 6y 
for all t in R. 
This induces a in hom(~)· such that 
d(~t(h xl)' ~a(t)(h x2» < 6y for all t in~. 
Thus h x2 = ~q h xl' where Iql < a(E), 
which is a contradiction. 
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3'.'2. Time Change Flows and Weak Expansiveness. 
Definition 3.21. A time change flow of a flow (X.+) is a 
flow (X.tII) which is topologically conjugate to (X.+) via the 
identity. 
Remarks. If X is compact and (X,tII) is a time change flow of 
(X,+) then we have a continuous function a : R x X .. R 
(Equally, of course, we have e R x X .. ~ with 
Notice that if we have a compact flow (X.+), then a continuous 
map e : ~ x X .. ~ satisfying 
(1) ex: R .. R is in hom(~),(where ex is the map defined by 
e (t) = e ( t • x) ). _ and 
x ' 
(2) For all x in X, and for all sand t in~} 
e(s + t, x) = e(s,x) + e(t, +e(s,x)(x)) , 
automaticallyinduces a time change flow (X,tII) of (X.+). 
We simply define tIIt X = .e(t,x)x. 
One way of obtaining a time change flow from a flow (X,~) 
is via a continuous strictly positive function A: X .. R 
as follows. 
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Define S(t,x) to be the unique solution to the equation 
I s(t,x) ds L, ,x o s t = 
where the integral 1S taken with respect to Lebesgue measure 
on R (see [Humphries lJ for details). 
Lemma 3.22. Let (X,,) be a continuous compact flow and (Y.~) 
be topologically conjugate to (X,,) via h. Then there is a 
time change flow (Y,() of (Y,,) such that, for all t in R, 
-. 
Proof. Let a be the map described in §3.l., 
Define S : ~ x y + ~ by S(t,y) = aCt, h-ly). 
Clearly S is continuous and satisfies (1) above. 
Also S(s + t,y) = a(s + t, h-ly) 
= a(s,h-ly) + a(t, 's(h-ly» 
= a(s, h-ly) + aCt, h-l~ ( h-l) (y» 
a s, y 
= S(s,y) 
Hence (2) above is satisfied. 
Defining (tY as ~S(t,y)(Y). we see that 
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Definition 3.23. A continuous flow, on a compact space X 
is weakly expansive if, for all E > 0, there exists 0 > 0, 
such that if x and yare in X and ~ is any time change flow 
of " 
implies that y = , (x), where Ip I < E. p 
Theorem 3.24. If X is compact, and , is a continuous flow 
on X, then (X,,) expansive implies tqat (X,,) is weakly 
expansive. 
Proof. Suppose (X,,) 1S not weakly expansive. 
i.e. there exists E > ° such that for all 6 > 0, 
o 
there exist x and y in X and ~ a time change flow of , 
with d(Wt(x), ~t(Y» < 0 for all t in ~ and y ~ 'p x for 
any p with Ipl < E • 
, a 
Now d(Wt(x), Wt(Y» < 0 for. all tin R means that there 
exist a and a in hom(R) 
x y -
with d(,~ (t)(x),,~ (t)(Y» < 0 for all t in~. 
IX lY 
Hence (X,,) is not expansive, since ax' ay are in hom(~). 
Conjecture. It seems likely that the converse of this theorem 
is also true i.e. if (X,,) is a compact ~ontinuous flow then 
(X,,) weakly expansive implies that (X,'-) is expansive. 
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Theorem 3.25. Weak expansiveness is an invariant of 
topological conjugacy. 
Proof. Let (Y,$) be topologically conjugate to (X,~) 
via h. Then there is a time change flow $' of $ such that 
Moreover, if ~ is a time change flow of ~, 
the ~ induces a time change flow ~ of $ such that 
ht = t ~th for all t in R and x in x .. 
(The proof of this is similar to that of Lemma 3.22). 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that of 
Theorem 3.13. 
Definition. If ~ is a continuous flow on X, a slobal section 
for (X,~) is a closed set K"C X such that if ~ is the map 
from R x K ~ X defined by ~(t,k) = ~tk, 
then t is a surjective local homeomorphism. 
Remarks. If K is a local section for (X,~), then the map ~ 
is automatically a local homeomorphism, and hence a local section 
K is a glopal section if, for every x in X, the orbit of x meets K. 
Clearly a global section is a local section. 
If a compact continuous flow (X,~) admits a global section K, 
then the continuous flow ~ can be studied by looking at the 
discrete flow (K,g) where, for k in K, g(k) = ~t k, where tk 
k 
is the time of first return of k to K. 
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Conversely, if g : X + X is a homeomorphism, then the 
suspended flow ogdescribed in §1.43 admits '/.. "foJ as a global 
section, with time of first return of each point in X )( Co} 
equal to 1. 
Lemma 3.27. If ~ is a contlnUDUS flow on a compact space 
X, admitting a global section K, then there is a time 
change flow ~ of ~ such that, for all k in K, the w-time 
of first return of k to K is 1. 
Proof. For k in K, let the ~-time of first return of k to K 
be t k • Consider the space Y =(K x U/~ where ~ denotes the 
identification g say: (k,l) ~ (~t k, 0). 
k 
The map h : X + Y defined by 
is a conjugacy from (X,~) onto (Y,og). 
For points in h(K), the time of first return under 0g 
is 1, and hence by Lemma 3.22, the result follows. 
Theorem 3.28. Let (X,~) be a compact continuous flow admitting 
a global section K. Then (X,~) is expansive if and only if 
(X,~) is weakly expansive. Moreover, (X,~) is expansive 
if and only if the induced discrete flow on K is expansive. 
\ 
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~. Using Theorem 3.13, Theorem 3.25, and Lemma 3.21, 
it suffices to prove this result for the case, where, for 
all k in K. the ~-time of first return of k to K is 1. 
Let h denote the induced homeomorphism on K. Suppose 
h is not expansive. If 6 > 0 is given, there exists 61 > 0 
such that d(x,y) < 6
1 
implies that 
t, It I ~ 1. Choose x and y in K, 
d(~tx, ~tY) < 6 for all 
(therefore y ., ~ x, I p I < l) , p 
with d(hnx, hny) < \ for all integers n. Thus 
d(~tx, ~tY) < 6 for all t in R. Hence (X,~) is not 
weakly expansive and therefore not expansive. 
Conversely, suppose (K,h) is expansive with expansive 
constant <5. K is a local section and F = K x [- ~. ~J 
o 
a flow box. Therefore there exist 61 and 62 > 0 such 
that if x is in K and d(x,y) < 61 , then y is in F, and 
X,y in F with d(x,y) < 62 implies that d(w1(x), w1 (y» <60 , 
Also there exists 63 > 0 such that d(x,y) < 63 implies 
that d(~tX' ~tY) < min {61 , 62 }, for all t, It I ~ 1. 
If x and yare in X, then x and y have a unique 
representation as x = ~s x 0' y =, y where x and y o 0 o 0 0 
are in K, and 0 ~ s 0' t < 1. 0 
Moreover if E > 0 is given, there exists 64 > 0 such 
that d(x,y) < 64 implies that Is-tl < E. 
Choose 6 = min{6 3• 64}, and suppose d(~tX'~a(t)Y)< 6 for 
all t in R. 
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d(hnx , hny ) < ~ f . u or all 1ntegers n . 000 
. . 
and therefore y = , x where Ipl < E. p 
Hence (X,,) is expansive. 
§3.3 Factors of Expansive Flows, 
Let (X,~) and (Y,~) be continuous flows and suppose we 
have a continuous surjection p : X ~ Y mapping ~-orbits 
onto ~-orbits. Then we shall say (Y,~) is a factor (via p) 
of (X,~). It is not true in general tp,at a factor of an 
expansive flow is expansive, since the corresponding result 
is false for expansive homeomorphisms. We simply take 
a discrete counterexample (See e.g.[Walters ~) and suspend 
it to get a counterexample for the continuous case. 
However we do have the following result. 
Theorem 3.31. Let (X,,) and (Y,~) be compact continuous 
flows and suppose (Y,~) is a factor (via p) of (X,~). 
If P is a local homeomorphism, then (X,,) is expansive if 
and only if (Y,ljI) is expansive. 
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Proof. We note that. if the fixed point set of (X,~), 
F~ say, is discrete, then so is F~, the fixed point 
set of (Y,~), and vice versa. We therefore assume that 
both F~ and F~ are discrete. 
Now since p is a local homeomorphism, by compactness 
there exist ~X and ~y > 0 such that for all x in X, p 
maps B(X,~X) homeomorphically onto B(px, ~ ) where 6 ~ 6. 
. px px-Y 
Also there exist u, u' > 0 such that each point y in 
y '. F ~ has au' -flow box neighbourhood F; C B(y, 6y ), each 
point x in X 'F~ has a u-flow box neighbourhood F C B(x,6 ), 
'I' x X 
and pF C F' • 
x px 
Now the proof of Lemma 3.11 is essentially a local proof; 
the map a was constructed firstly with domain [-lJ,lJ])( X, 
.and then the domain of a extended to R )( X using the flow 
properties of ~ and ~. 
Hence the same argument will apply here, since 
plF is a homeomorphis~mapping ~-orbits to' ~-orbits. 
x 
Therefore,as in Lemma 2.11, we have a continuous map 
a R)( X ~ R with a in hom(~) for each x in X and 
x 
P ~tX = ~a(t,x) px, for all t in R for all x in X. -I 
If £ > 0 is given, there exists ~ > 0 such that if x 
and yare in X and y = ~t(x), for some t with It I < ~, then 
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Now suppose (X,~) is expansive. Let £ > 0 be given, 
and choose £' = ~ satisfying the statement above. 
Correspondingly,there exists 6' > 0 such that if x and y 
are in X,and S, yare in hom(!!) with d(.S,(t)(x)'~y(t)(Y))< 6' 
far all. t in R, then y= ~ x, I p 1<£ ' • p 
Also p is a local homeomorphis~, hence there exists 
61 > Osuch that if Yl and Y2 are in Y, and d(yl , Y2 )< 61 , 
and if we choose xl in X with pXl = Yl , and consider the 
unique x2 in B(x,6x) with pX2 = Y2' then d(xl ,x2 )< 6'. 
Let Yl and Y2 be in Y, and ~, ~ be in hom(!) with 
d(\(t)(Y1 )' t/ldt)(Y2))< 61 , for all t in R. 
. -i{} Choose Xl In p Yo ' and define x2 a.s the unique point in 
p -l{y
o
} with d(xl , x2) < 6' . 
Then ~ and ~ induce Band y in hom(!) with 
x = ~ Xl where I r I < £' . 2 r . 
Thus (X,~) expansive implies that (Y,t/I) is expansive. 
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Conversely, if (X,~) is not expansive, then neither i~ 
For (since p is a local homeomorphism), 1here 
exists EX > 0, such that for all E with 0 < E ~ EX' there 
exists E' > 0 such that if x and yare in X, and d(x,y)< \, 
then [y.,. ~T x, ITI < E] implies that py .,. ~t px, 
for any t with It I < E'. 
Since (X,~) is not expa~sive. there exists E1 > 0 such that 
for all 6 > 0, there are x and y in X, a and e in hom (~). 
with y'" ~TX, hi < E~,and d(~a(t) x, ~e(t)Y) < 6 for all 
t in R. 
Choose E = min{El,E
x
} and let E' be the correspondingE' 
above. 
If 6 > 0 is given, there exists 61 > 0 with d(x,y)< 61 
implying that d(px,py) < 6. 
Take x and y in X and a, e in hom(~) with y .,. ~T X for 
any T with ITI < E, and d(~a(t)(x), ~e(t)(Y»< 62 for all t in R. 
Then 
d(p~a(t):X:~ P~e(t)Y) < 6 for all t in R 
i.e. d(~E;(t)px, ~1;(t)PY) < 6 for all t in R 
and some E; and I; in hom(~). 
But py'" ~tPX for any t with It I <E'. 
Thus (Y,$) is not expansive. 
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Corollary 3.32. It is known (see e.g.[Lima ~) that if Y is a 
covering space of X, a continuous flow ~ on X lifts to a continuous 
flow, on Y. Thus it X and Yare compact, then (X,+) is 
expansive if and only if the lifted flow (Y.,) is expansive, 
13.4 Commuting Maps and Flows" .. 
If h is an expansive homeomorphism on a compact space X, 
then it is known that there are only a countable number of distinct 
continuous maps commuting with h, i.e. maps, : X + X such that 
h, = ,h. (See e.g. [Ping-Fun Lam 1]). Acorollary of this is 
that an expansive homeomorphism on a compact space cannot be 
embedded in a continuous flow. We consider,now some analogous 
~sults for continuous flows. 
Let + be a continuous flow on a compact space X and let 
H(X) denote the (separable)metric space of homeomorphisms of 
X, with metric given by d(h,g) = sup d(fx. gx). 
xeX 
Consider the subspace H (X) C H(X) consisting of those homeomorphisms 
o 
h which map +-orbits to +-orbits. Then,for h ~ Ho(X), there 
exists a time change flow W of + such that, for all x in X, 




Proposition 3.41. If (X.~) is expansive, there exists 6 > 0, 
such that, for all f and g in H (X), d(f,g) < 6 implies 
o 
that f and g are equivalent. 
Proof. There exi sts 6 > ° such that for x ,y in X, a,a in hom<,~), 
d(~a(t)(x), .S(t)(Y» < 6 for all t in ! implies that 
y = ~px, Ipl ~ 1. 
Suppose f,g are in H (X) and d(f,g) < 6 • Thus for all 
o 
x in X, and for all t in !, 
i.e. there are time changes, and ~ of • with d('t(fx), ~t(gx» < 6 
for all t in R i.e. d(.a(t)(fX), 'S(t)(gx»< 6 for all t in R 
where a and S are in hom(!). 
Thus, for all x in X, gx = , (fx) for some p with Ipl ~ 1. p 
Commuting Flows. 
Recall that if ~ and ~ are two flows on X, • and ~ are 
said to commute if for all x in X, and for all s and t in !, 
Defini tion 3.4'2,. We shall say ~ and ~ commute weakly if there 
'" '" '" '" exist time change flows ~ of ~ and ~ of , such that, and,
commute. 
Clearly, if , and ~commute, they commute we~kly. 
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Theorem 3.43. Let ~ be an expansive flow on X (compact} Then a flow ~ 
on X commutes weakly with ~ if and only if $ is a time 
change flow of ~ (up to orientation) and therefore $ commutes 
with ~ if and only if $ commutes weakly with ~. 
Proof. As above, there exists <5 > 0 such that if x and 
yare in X, a and a are in hom(~),and d(~a(t)(x)'~a(t)(y))<<5for 
all t in ~, then y = ~ x, where Ipl ~ 1. p 
Now suppose $ commutes weakly with~. There exists p > 0 
such that I t I ~ II implies that 
'" '" d($t' id)< <5 where $ is as in Definition 3.42. 
Therefore, for all x in X, and for all s in ~ ) 
d(~C ~s(x), +s(x)) < <5 for t with It I ~ II 
i.e. d(+ ~t(x), + (x)) < <5. 
s s 
Therefore by expansiveness of ~, for all x in X and for t 
Therefore the orbits of $ are the same as the orbits of ~, 
and hence, up to orientation of $, $ is a time change flow of ~. 
Thus if $ commutes weakly with ~, then $ is a time change 
flow of ~(up to orientation), and therefore $ commutes with ~. 
Conversely a time change flow $ of ~ commutes with ~. 
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§3.5 Periodic Orbits. 
We recall, that for an expansive homeomorphism h on a 
compact space X, the number of periodic points of h of period 
p is less than or equal to nP , where n is the number of elements 
in a generator for (X,h). We now prove the analogue of this 
result for expansive flows. 
Theorem 3.51. Let (X,~) be an expansive continuous compact flow. 
Let 1 be a ~-generator for X 'F~, (where F~ denotes the 
fixed point set of ~), consisting of p elements. Then, for 
fixed T > 0, the number of periodic orbits with period ~ T 
is bounded above by [TJ ] p ~ 
where [ ] means "integer part of". 
Proof. Let x be in X. Then x admits a sequence (ui) 
with ~t x in S 0 ~ Itol < ~ U 0 0 
and ~·t. )( in Suo , \.l < t. - t. 1 < 3lJ 1. 1.-
t . 1 
If x is periodic, with period ~ T, then x admits such a 
sequence (Ui ) which is periodic with period ~ [T/lJ] - 1. 
Moreover, if x and y in X are on different periodic orbits, 
then x and y cannot admit the same sequences since 1 is a 
generator. The maximum possible number of distinct sequences 
f . d • m o per1.O m 1.S p • Hence the maximum possible number of distinct 
periodic orbits of period ~ T is given by 
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, and this number is 
[T ] 
less than p I'll 
m=l 
Periodic Orbits for Weakly Expansive Flows. 
We show that there is a slightly weaker version of this 
result for weakly expansive flows. 
Theorem 3.52. Let ~ be a weakly expansive flow on a compact 
space X. Then, for fixed T > 0, the number of periodic orbits 
of ~ of period ~ T, is finite. 
~. Suppose there were an infinite number of orbits of 
period ~ T. Then, by compactness of [O,T] , there exists 
To in [O,T] such that, for all 01 > 0, there are an infinite 
number of periodic orbits with period in the range (Tb - 01' To + °1: 
Let ° > ° be given. There exist 02 and 03 > 0, such that 
d(x,y) <~ and Is - tl < 03 implies that 
d(~t(X)' ~s(y» < ° for t with ° , t ~ To' 
By compactness of X, we can select x and y in X with 
d(x,y)< 62 , x and y on different orbits, and such that x and y 
are periodic with periods in the range (T - 63/2 , T +63/~). 
o 0 
We construct a time change flow ~ of ~ under which 
x and yare both periodic of period T , and such that, for all t 
o 
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in ~t d(wtx, Wty) < ~t which contradicts the hypothesis of 
weak expansiveness of +. 
Let x be periodic of period T - A 
o 
and y be periodic of period T + e. 
o 
Define ).: X ~ !i as follows: 
For z e 0 ( x), ). ( z) = 
For z e: O(y), ).(z} = 1 + ~ 'and To 
then extend the domain of definition of ). to all of X using the 
Tietze .... extension theorem, ensuring that), remains strictly 
positive. 








It is easy to check .that x andy are periodic under W of 
/ 
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§ 4. Asymptotic Properties of Expansive Flows 
In this section we show that expansive flows exhibit 
many of the asymptotic properties of expansive homeomorphisms:-
in particular we show that non-isolated closed orbits of 
an expansive flow are topologically sources, saddles or'sinks. 
The development of this section parallels that in Bryant and 
Walters' paper in the discrete case. (See ~ryant and Walters lj). 
§4.l. Asymptotic Orbits. 
Definition 4.11. 
o 
Let 'J, = {F. ( S. t 1J )} be a 1J flow box 
1 1 
cover for a continuous flow ~ on X. We say x in X 
admits a block of len~h 2N + 1 if there exists an N-truncated 
sequence u.N' ••• 
where I t I ~ 1J, 1J/ 
o 4 
u , ••• u" wi th ~t x 
.) Ll • 
1 
~t.-t·1~3p. 1 l-
in S ,- N ~ i ~ N, 
u . 
1 
Theorem 4.12. Let (X,~) be expansive with lJ-generator }. 
For each nbn-negative integer N, there exists £ > 0 such 
that, for x,y in X, d(x,y)< £ implies that x and y admit a 
common block of length 2N + I. 
Conversely, for all £ > 0, there exists a positive 
integer N such that if x and y in X admit a common block 
of length 2N + 1, then d(w 1(x), w t(y» < £ • 
o 0 
Proof. Let N be a fixed non-negative integer. 
For all ~ > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that for x,y in X 
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As in the proof of Theorem 2.23, we choose ~ sufficiently 
small so that 
(1) x and y admit a common N-truncated sequence of flow boxes (using 
the Lebesgue no of the cover ~) ) 
and (2) The times of s~ccessive intersections of O(x) and O(y) with the 
local sections satisfy ther~quired condition. 
Then we take the corresponding 6 > 0 for our E in the 
first part of the theorem. 
Conversely, let E > 0 be given. If the conclusion did 
not hold, we would have the following situation. 
For each j > 0, there exist xj and yj in X and sections 
S. " -j , i , j, with 
J,l. 
Firstly we may suppose xj 




~ t. . +1 - t. . ~ 3~ J,l. J,l. 
~ s.. - s .. ~ 3~ J,l.+l J,l. 
E -(1) • 
yj -+ y, with x and y in X. 
We shall show that x and y admit a common sequence of sections, 
thus contradicting the fact that ~is a generator. 
Now an infinite number of the S. are the same, say equal J,o 





~s . yj 
are in So for infinitely many j. 
J,o 
By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may suppose 
that ~t. xj .. ~t x = x say, 0 J,o 0 
~s. yj .. ~s y = yo say) 
J,o 0 
x and yare in S , and x '1 Yo" by (1) o 0 ) 0 . 
(The sequence of points ~t. xj converges to a point 
J,O 
on the orbit of x, since the flow box structure of 
F = S x [-~.~J ensures that {to } approaches a unique 
o 0 J,O 
limit to as j .. CD), 





have ~een defined with 
As before, an infinite number of the S., . 1 are the same, J 1.+ 




j ) .. • (x) with t •. 1 ti+l J,l+ 
III ~ ti+l - t. ~ 311 4 1 
• 
(yj) .. , (y) ll, ~ s. 1 - s. ~ 311 s, '+1 8 i +l 1+ 1 J,l 4 
In a similar manner, if)for a fixed i ~ 0, s. , 
1 
Xi = 't. x, 
1 
Y1· =, y, .have_been defined, we can s. 
1 
inductively define S. l' x. 1 and y. l' 1- 1- 1-
Thus we have shown that x and y admit a common sequence 
of sections. 
Definition 4.13. Let (X,.) be a continuous flow. If x and y 
are in X, we say that x and y (or more precisely O(x) and O(y» 
are weakly positively asymptotic if there exists a in hom(~) 
such that, for all e; > 0, there exists T in R such that1 for 
We define weak negative asymptoticity in a similar way, 
, 
replacing t > T by t < T in the statement above. 
Definition 4.14. We say that x and y in X are positively 
[negatively] asymptotic if there exists a time change flow W 
of. such that, for all £ > 0, there exists T in ~ with 
d(wtx, Wty)< t,for all t > T [t < T]. (We say that 
O(x) and O(y) are positively [negatively] asymptotic if there 
exist P,Q in R with Wp(x), WQ (y) positively [negatively] asymptotic: 
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Remarks. Clearly if x and yare asymptotic, th~y are weakly 
asymptotic. The two concepts of asymptoticity are related to 
expansiveness and weak expansiveness. If we could show that 
a weaklr expansive flow was expansive, presumably we could 
show that two weakly asymptotic orbits were in fact asymptotic. 
It follows from a similar proof to that of Theorem 3.28, that if 
(X,~) admits a global section, then the two concepts are 
equivalent i.e. two orbits of (X,~) are asymptotic if and 
only if they are weakly asymptotic. 
Definition 4.15. Let (X,~) be a continuous flow with ~ flow 
box cover f. If x is in X, we say x admits a positive sequence (u. ) 1-
for each non negative integer i, ~t.x is in S where u. 
1 1 
o ~ It I ~ ~ and 11/4 ~ ti - t. ~ 3~ • 0 1-1 
We have a similar definition for "x admitting a negative 
sequence". 
Theorem 4 016. Let (X, ~) be an .expans i ve flow wi th ~ -generator P. 
If x and yare in X, O(x) and O(y) are weakly positively asymptotic 
if and only if there exist Sand T in ~ such that ~T(x), ~s(y) 
admit a common positive sequence of local sections. 
Proof. Suppose O(x) and O(y) are positively asymptotic. As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.23, we can choose t5 > 0 sufficiently small so 
that if z,w are in X and there exists e in hom(~) with 
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a common positive sequence of local sections. Since 
O(x) and O(y) are weakly positively, asymptotic, there 
exists a in hom(~) such that for all t > some T in ~, 
Hence, taking z = ~T(x), 
w =~a(T)(Y}' and a in hom(~) defined by aCt) = aCT + t) - aCT) 
gives the required result. 
Conversely suppose there exist T,S in ~ with .T(x), ~S(Y) 
admitting a common positive sequence of local sections (u.). 
~ 
i.e. We have' (posi ti ve) sequence; of times (t J and (s.) 1 1 
4l t .+T(x) t = s = O. 0 0 
with 1 in S lJ./ ~. ti+l - t. ~ 3~ ~s.+S(Y) u. 4 '" 1 1 
1 lJ./4 
~ Si+l - s. ~ 3).( 1 
Let e: > o be given. 
There exist 01' ~ > 0 such that, for z,w in X, 
d(z,w) < 01 and Is - tl< ~ imply that 
There exists 02 > 0, such that for all flow boxes F with F in ~, 
z,w in F and d(z,w)< 02 implies that 
Take ° = ml'n {~ 6} u l ' 2 . 
By the previous theorem, there exists a positive integer N such' 
that if z,w admit a common block of length 2N + 1 then 
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d( 1r l( Z). 1r 1 (w» < <5. Th f . N d( () 
o 0 us or 1 3 , ~t.+T x , ~S.+S(y» < <5 • 
l' 1 
Define a in hom(~) as follows: 
a ( t) = t for t~ 0 • 
For t in (0, tN + T). aCt) = )( SN + S). 
For t ~ tN + T, defin~ « piece-wise as follows: 
For each i ~ N, map [t i + T, ti+l + TJ linearly 
onto LSi + s, si+l + sJ 
Then by the inequalities above, for t ~ tN + T, d(~tx. ~a(t)Y)< E. 
Thus O(x) and O(y) are weakly positively asymptotic. 
54.2 Existence of Asymptotic Orbits. 
It is known, (see e.g. [Bryant and Walters 1 J) that if h 
1S an expansive homeomorphism on a compact infinite space X, then'leX,h) 
has a pair of positively asymptotic points, and a pair of negatively 
asymptotic points. We have only been able to prove a partial 
analogue for continuous expansive flows. 
Theorem 4.21. Let (X,~) be a compact expansive flow with an 
infinite number of distinct orbits. Then there exists a pair 
of points in X which are weakly asymptotic in one sense. 
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o 
Proof. Let J = {F i (8 1 ,1lD be a ll-generator for (X,.). 
There exists a local section, 8
0 
say, containing points 
from an infinite number of distinct orbits. Select x 
o 
and y in S on different orbits. Either x and y 
o ) 0 0 
admit a common positive sequence of local sections, in 
which case x and yare weakly posi ti vely asymptotic, or they do not. 
o 0 
If the second possibility always occurs~we can select 
sequences of points (x.) and (y.) in S with d(x., y.) ~ 0 
1 1 0 1 1 
and x., y. admitting a common positive block of local sections 
1 1 
of length N., where N.~ m as i ~ m. Without going through 
1 1 
horrific mechanics similar to those in the proof of Theorem 
4.12, we assert that the statement above implies the existence 
of two distinct points x and y in X, which admit a negative 
o 0 
sequence of local sections. Thus x and yare weakly 
o 0 
negatively asymptotic. 
Theorem 4.22. If (X,.) is an expansive continuous compact 
flow admitting a global section, then (X •• ) admits a pair of 
positively asymptotic orbits, and a pair of negatively 
asymptotic orbits. 
Proof. By the remark at the beginning of this section, 
Lemma 3.21, Theorem 3.28 and the following 
Note. Let h be an expansive homeomorphism on a compact space 
X, and suppose x, hPx in X are positively asymptotic with 
respect to h. 
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i.e. d(hix, hi+px) -+ 0 as i -+ ..,. Consider z in w(x), 
and let (m, ) be an in.creasing sequence of integers with 1 
m. m,+p 
h 1 X + z. Then /. 1 (x) -+ z and hence h-P(z) = z. Thus 
O(z) is a non-isolated periodic orbit which is a saddle 
or sink in the tennin(',lopY 0:" [BrIant and Walter!';], and therefore 
there exist points in X on different h orbits which are 
positively asymptotic. 
§4.3 Asymptotic Properties Near Periodic Orbits, 
Let (X,~) be a continuous flow and let Xo be in X with 
O(x ) a non-isolated periodic orbit. Let S(x ) be a local 
o 0 




,6) is the closed 6-ball with centre Xo and radius 
6, there exists 6 sufficiently small so that for x in 
U = B(x ,0);'1 S(x), there is a well defined map 
o 0 
h: U -+ S(x ) which sends u 1n U onto ~t (u) where tu is the 
o u 
time of first return of u to S(x). h is a homeomorphism onto 
o 
its image and h(x ) = x • 
o 0, 
Lemma 4.31. Let (X,~) be a continuous compact flow, with Xo a 
non-isolated periodic point of ~ of 
S(x
o
), U, h"be constructed as above. 
periQd T , and let 
o 
Then there is a time change 
flow ~ of ~ such that, for all u in U, ~T (u) = h(u). 
o 
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Proof. Consider u in D. Suppose h(u) = $ (u) with 
t 
u 
t = T + ~ sav • W d f' . f {A } U 0 U ~ e e lne A rom ~tu: ,0 , t ~ tu to 
+ R as follows: 
t 
For 0 u A(lJItU) ~ t .s 4' = 1" 























The manner of construction of ~ ensures that ~ is continuous 
on the closed subspace ~ _{$tU : 0 ~ t ~ t } l 
U ln U u ' 
and we extend the domain of definition of ~ to X. 
Then define ~t by 
~t (x) = $h(t,X)(x»)where h(t,x) is the unique solution to the 
Ih(t,x) ds l\.~ (x) 
o s 
equation t = 
In particular we see that, for U ln D, h(T , u) = T + ~ , 
o 0 u 
and hence ~T (u) = h(u). 
o 
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Corollary 4.32. If (X,,) is a continuous compact flow 
and O(xo)' O(Yo) are weakly positively [negatively] 
asymptotic with O(x ) periodic, then O(x ), O(y ) 
000
are positively [negatively] asymptotic. 
Lemma 4.33. Let (X,,) be an expansive continuous compact 
flow, and let O(x
o
) be a non-isolated periodic orbit. If 
S(x ), U, and h are as described above, then the map h is a 
o 
local expansive homeomorphism; i.e. there is a relatively 
open neighbourhood V C U of x , such that for x , x in V, 
o 0 
there exists an integer n such that hnx is not in V (or is 
not defined). 
Proof. If the assertion were false, then for all 0 > 0, we 
could find x , Xo in V, with d(~tX, ~tXo) < 0 for all t in ~, 
where ~ is the time change flow of , constructed in Lemma 4.31, 
thus contradicting expansiveness of ,. 
Corollary 4.34. The analysis for expansive homeomorphisms of 
asymptotic properties near periodic orbits carries over completely 
to the continuous case to give us 
Theorem 4.35. Let (X,,) be an expansive continuous compact flow •. 
Each non-isolated periodic orbit, O(x
o
) say, is one of the 
following mutually exclusive types. 
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Type 1 (Sinks). There exists an open neighbourhood U of O(x ) 
o 
such that ~tU C U for all t in It, and f\ ~t U = O(x ). 
t~o 0 
TYpe 2 (Sources). There exists an open neighbourhood U of 
O(xo ) such that ~tU C. U for all t in R- and n ~tU = O(xo )' t~o 
TYpe 3 (saddles). There exist p and q in X 
with O(p) positi~ely asymptotic to O(x ), and 
o 
O(q) negatively asymptotic to O(x
o
)' 
Corollary. If (X,~) is a compact expansive flow which has a 
non-isolated periodic orbit, then there is a time ~hange flow W 
of ~ which is non-distal. We also have a direct analogue of 
Theorem 10 in [Bryant and Walters 1], viz 
Theorem 4.36. Let (X,~) be an expansive compact flow. If (X,~) 
has a dense positive semi-orbit then all of the non-isolated 
periodic orbits are of Type 3. 
Proof. Suppose O(x ) is a periodic orbit of Type 1. Let 
o 
+ o (Yo) be the dense positive semi-orbit. There is an open 
neighbourhood U of O(x
o
) such that ~tU C U.for all t ~ 0 and 
CD 
Let V be an open neighbourhood of O(x ) with V C U, Since 
o 
O(y ) is positively asymptotic to O(x ), there exists T > OJ 
o 0 
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such that for t ~ 0, ~t Yo is in the complement of V only 
for 0 , t ~ T. In the period [O,T), O+(y ) has only a 
o 
finite number of points of intersection with U s. n VC , 
1 i 
where the Si are local sections of a generator fo~ • • 
However, for some s > 0, Yo is not in ~sU , i e. 
~ (y) is not in U. 
-s 0 
Therefore~for all t ) 0, • t (y 'is not in • t U ~ u. 
- -s 0 1 -
Thus the whole negative semi-orbit of ~ (y) lies 
-s 0 
outside V and theref.ore, since O(y ) is not periodic, has 
o 
an infinite number of points of i~tersection with 
-c + U S. n V , thus contradicting the density of 0 (y ). 
.10
1 
Similarly O(x ) cannot be of Type 2. 
o 
Lemma 4.31. Let (X,,) be a compact continuous flow. If 
the non-wandering set n(~) of (X,~) consists of a finite set 
of fixed points, together with a finite set of periodic orbits, 
then every orbit of (X,,) is positively (and negatively) 
asymptotic to either a fixed point or a periodic orbit. 
Proof. Suppose n(~) = El U E2 U ••• UEp where each Ei is either 
a fixed point or a periodic orbit. Surround each E. with an 
1 
open neighbourhood Vo such that,for i ; j, V. ~ V. -= ~. 
1 lJ 
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Suppose O(x) is not positively asymptotic to any of 
the E.. Then since O(x) is connected, there exist times 
J 
t. with t. + ~ and .t.x not in ~ Vi' wpich gives us 
J J J 1. 
a contradiction. 
Corollary 4.38. Let (X,~) be a compact expansive flow 
with an uncountable number of distinct orbits. Then n(~) 
consists of more than a finite set of fixed points and 
periodic orbits. (See Lemma 6.2 for a detailed proof). 
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§5. A Lifting Theorem 
Definition 5.1. The s~9uence space on k symbols is defined to 
be the space Ik of all bisequences u = ( u.) where each entry 
1. 
tii of U is from the set Zk = {O,l ••• k-~}. Ik is a compact 
JJletric space, a· metric being given by d(~,~) = t ;Iil d(ui,vi ) 
The shift map a on Ik is defined by a( (u.» = (u. 1)' 
1. 1.-
If h is an expansive homeomorphism on a compact space X, 
then it is knoYn,(see e.g. [Keynes and Robertson lJ ), that 
OC,h) is a factor of (L k, a) where I k is a closed shift 
0 0 
invariant subspace of Ik, for some k > O. 
We now prove the analogous result for flows. 
Let (X,~) be a continuous compact fixed point free flow 
o 0 
which is expansive with lJ-generator '} = {F'l(Sl,lJ), ••• Fp(Sp,lJ)} • 
Recall that x in X admits a sequence (u. ) if there exists 1. 
a sequence of times t. with lJ/4 ' t. - t. 1 ~ 3lJ , and 1 1. l-
It I ~ lJ,such that, for each integer i, ~t~X is in S u. 0 1 1 
Define I p to be the subset of IP consisting of sequences 
o 
(U i ) such that there exists x in X which admits (ti i )· 
Clearly L p is a shift invariant subspace of IP • 
o 





We have to show that it U. ~ u and each u. is in 
-J -J 
L P, then so is u. 
o 
If ~j ~~, then fqr all integers i, there exists Ji such 
that for j ~ j., u, . = u. where u. . = i th plape in the sequence u. 




= 1 place l.n the sequence ~. 
For each j, ~j is in LoP, 
i.e. for each positive integer j, there exist points x. in X 
J 
and an i-sequence of times t .. with It .1 ~ u, 1,J O,J 
II /4 ~ to • l.,J t, 1 • ~ 311 ) and, x. 1- ,J t." J 1,J 
= (x.). say in S J 1 U •• 1,J 
Consider a fixed i. For j 1; j., (x.). is in S l. J 1 U i . 
SUo is close~ .',by taking a convergent subsequence if necessary, 
1 
we may assume that (x.). converges to xi' s~y, in S 
J l. ui 
Similarly, for j 1; Ji+l' 
But (x) = , (x) where 1l/4" ~ p. . ~ 311 • j i+l p.. j i l.,J 1,J 
xi+l :0 4' x. II /4' ~ p , 311. p. 1 ) 
1 
Inductively, we have a,n orbit O(x
o
) which admits ~ as a 
seque~ce. Thus y. is in L p. 
0 
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Theorem 5.30 Every expansive fixed point free continuous flow 
on a compact space, is a factor of the flow obtained by 
suspending the shift on a subspace of IP , for some 
positive integer po 
Proof. Let (X,,) be expansive, with ~-generator 
o p 
= {F 0 (8 , ,~)} 
1 1 i=l 
Let I P be as above. 
o 
We define onto Us, c. X by 
• 1 
L 
e (~) = n l(x ),where x is a point in X admitting the 
u -u -u 
o 
sequence u (recalling that n 1 denotes the projection from 
-J 1 
the flow box Fi onto its associated local section 8i ). 
o is well defined, since 1 is a generator. 
o is continuous by Theorem 4.12. 
We now define g: ~. p + R+ by Lo -
where ~/4 ~ ~ ~ 3~ is unique with ~ (0(u» in 8 
T - ut 
g is continuous since for ~ close to y, Uo = vo ' ul = vl ' 
and 0(~) is close to e(y), and the rest follows by local product 




Consider the product space L p x I where for each u ; ~ p 
o g - i.o ' 
the fibre above ~ is the interval [O,g(~)]. Form the 
identification space Y = LoPx I!.' where as .usual, 
g", 
Let 1jI be the flow on Y obtained by suspending the 
shift a on L p. 
o 
Then if we define p : Y ~ X by 
p(u,r) = • (9 (u»), 
- r-
p is a homomorphism of (Y,1jI) onto (X,.). 
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16. Expansive Flows on 2-manifolds 
It is known that the unit interval and the circle do 
not support expansive homeomorphisms (see e.g. [Uakobsen1and Utz 1] ). 
In this section we prove the following analogue. 
Theorem 6.1. A compact (connected) 2-manifold M does not 
admit a continuous expansive flow. 
Proof. We first note that we need only prove the result for 
orientable surfaces, since a continuous expansive flow on a 
non-orient able surface M would lift to an expansive flow on 
M, the double cover of M, by Corollary 3.32. 
Secondly, if X(M), the Euler charactistic of M,is not 
equal to zero, then a continuous flow on M necessarily has 
a fixed point (see e.g. [Li~e lJ) which will be non-isolated. 
Hence, by Corollary 1.35, Theorem 6.1 is equivalent to the 
following 
Theorem 6.l(a). The cylinder does not admit an expansive flow. 
and Theorem 6.l(b}. The torus does not admit an expansive flow. 
To prove Theorem 6.l(a) we appeal to the Theorem of 
Poincare-Bendixson, which states that for a continuous 
flow in the plane, the only minimal se~s of the flow are 
fixed points and periodic orbits. (A minimal set of the flow 
is a closed flow invariant subset in which each orbit is 
dense). 
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In particular, consider a fixed point free flow. on 
a cylinder ( = annulus) C '0 Then for all c in C, the a and III 
limit sets of c are periodicarbi~ which in turn implies 
that for each c in C,O~)is either a periodic orbit oracl is 
(weakly) both positively and negatively asymptotic to closed 
orbits. 
We shall show that this means • cannot be expansive 
via Lemma 6.2. 
Let (X,.) be a compact continuous flow and suppose (X,.) 
has an uncountable number of distinct orbits. 
Further we suppose that if x is in X and O(x) is not periodic, 
then O(x) is weakly positively asymptotic to a periodic orbit 
and weakly negatively asymptotic to a periodic orbit. 
Then (X,.) is not expansive. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there are only a countable 
number of periodic orbits, say {Ol' O2 ••• } • Let B(O , 0 ) denote m n 
the set of orbits which are weakly negatively asymptotic to Om and 
weakly positively asymptotic to On' At least one of those sets, 
B( 0 0 ) say, is uncountable. 









S(z ), 0 c. S(z. ), and the time change flow 1/1 of • described in 
o 0 
§4.3 (Lemma 4.31). 
If ° m 
o 
° ,z m .::> 
o 
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~ On ' let A and Bdisjoint e:-neighbourhoods of 
o 
respectively, for some e: > 0, and select w in 
o 
in ° n 
o 
Then, as in Lemma 4.31, define ii c. S( w ), 
o 
V C.S(zo)' ensuring that if u is in ii, eIItU is in A for 
° ~ t ~ t , where t is the time of first return of u to u u 
S(wo). Similarly, for v in V, cjIt(v) should be in B for 
° ~ t ~ t . v Now constr~ct functions Xl on 
The domai ns of XII and X2 are disjoint closed ~ubspaces of X, 
and we construct X : X ... R+ such that Xldomaip (Xl) = Xl' and 
Xldomain (X2 ) = X2 
Let ~ be the time change flow of cjI corresponding to X. 
Now (X,eII) is expansive, hence there exists c5 > Osuch 
that if x.y are in X apd are on different orbits,then'for all 
a and e in hom(~)) 
We now select a local section So containing an uncountable set 
Z, such that,for each z in Z, O(z) is in B(Om ' On ), and zl ~ z2 
o 0 
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For each Z in Z, there exist s < 0, t > 0, in R 
z Z 
such that, ljIs (z) is in fi, ljIt (z) is in V, 
z z 
and for t ~ sz' d(ljIt+s (z), (ljIt(W
o
» <fJ/ 2 z 
and for t ~ t z ' d(ljIt+t (z), ljIt(zo» < ~2 
z 
Let CM~N = 
where M is 
Now 
{z in Z with M 1 , s 
z 
N - 1 ~ t 
a non-positive 






N a positive 
o 0 
one of the CM,N' say CM .,. 't 0' No' ~s ~nf~n~ e. 
integer. 
Let T = max {1M - 11, N}, Take zl and z2 in CM • N " 
0- 0 
There exist ~ > ° and fJ l > ° such that [d(Zl' Z2) < fJ l 
and Is - tl < ~] implies that d(ljIt(zl)' I/!s(Z2»< fJ 
for Itl, lsi ~ T. Moreover, there exists fJ 2 > ° such that 
d(Zl' Z2) < fJ implies that Is - s I, and It - t z I, 2 zl z2 zl 2 
are < ~ • 
By compactness of So' select zl and z2 with ~; z2.in 
CM N and with d(Zl' z2) < y = min {fJl , fJ 2 }· 
0, 0 
We now construct y in hom(~) as follows: 














for t < s , i.e. for t = s + s s < 0 
zl zl , 
yet) = s + s 
z2 
Then, by the various inequalities8.bove, 
Thus, we have a and B in hom(~) with 
contradicting expansiveness of ~. 
We now consider a fixed point free flow ~ on the 
2-torus T2. We shall prove Theorem 6.l(b) by considering 
2-cases. 
(1) There exists a closed ~-orbit. 
(2) Otherwise. 
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Case (I). If 01 is a closed orbit, then 01 is not null 
homotopic, otherwise (T2,~) would have a fixed point, 
(since it would bound a flow invariant 2-disc). Therefore 
01 bounds a cylinder. Cut T2 along this cylinder and this 
gives us a flpw on the cylinder which by Theorem 6.l(a} 
cannot be expansive. 
Case (2). We constr,uct a global section for ~. 
Since T2 is a 2-manifold, a local section is an arc 
(i.e. homeomorphic to I, the unit interval) [Whitney lJ. 
We adopt the following notation. 
Let the local section through x in T2 be denoted by 
o 
[ -1,1 ] .~ [yo' Z oJ be a homeomorphi sm with 
since T2 is compact, and ~ is fixed point free, there 
exist II and 0 > ° such that, for all x in T2, there exists 
a local section S through x, with associated flow box 
x 
Fx = Sx ~[-ll'll]' such that F~ = sxx[_1l/2, 1l/2] contains 
a ball neighbourhood of x of radius o. 
Choose Xl in T2. Construct S through Xl' Xl 
Through zl construct another local section S 
zl 
Since Sand S are local sections, 
Xl zl 
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there exists £ > ° such that either Y2( [-£,0] )()Fx = 0 , 
1 
or Y2 ( [O,£J) n F = 0, but not both. By interchatlging xl 
the nomenclature of Y2 and z2 if necessary, we may suppose 
that Y 2 ( [0, £] ) f\ F = 0. 
xl 
D = F t = S x [_~/ , lJ/~ 
1 xl xl 2 2-. 
We have two (mutually exclusive) cases: 
(1) There exists t in (O,lJ such that y2(t) is in Dl . 
(2) For all t in (O,lJ, Y2(t) n Dl = 0. 
If case (2) occurs, we repeat the construction again; 
viz. constru.::t another section S = [Y3' z3J 
z2 
= y 3[-1,1] say. through z2 and consider 
C3 = C2 U Y 3 [0,1] . 
D2 = C2 x [_1l/2, ~/2J 
and again we have two possibilities. 
(1) There exists t in (0, IJ with y 3(t) in D2 • 
(2) For all t in (o,~, y3(t) n D2 = 0. 
We continue this process until Case (1) occurs. 
(We remark that case (1) occurs after a finite number of steps, 
by compactness of T2). 
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Consider the first N.> 0 such that there exists t in 
Let to = gR.b{t €. (0,11 with YN+l (t) e DN }. 
In particular, w is in [Zl' zi+1J )( [- 1l/2, 1l/2] for some 
integer i (if we put Zo equal to Yl)' 
Therefore w = ~ 
or 
for 
If Y is a homeomorphism from [0,1] onto Cwo' Zi+lJ, then 
1l/2• 
= A say, is a local section. 
o 
Let C be the closed curve 
By construction C is a local section. 
We claim that C is in fact a global section. 
We have to show that for each x in T2, the orbit of x meets 
C in positive time. 
Cut T 2 along C. C is not null homotopic, for if so C 
would bound a disc, and then ~ would have a fixed point. 
Therefore C bounds a cylinder ( = annulus) A. 
We construct a flow on the plane 
by extending the orbits of ~ inwards 
from Co' and outwards from Cl , Without 
loss of generality, we may suppose that 
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points on C are flowing into A for positive time (towards C ) 01' 
and that points on Cl are flowing out of A for positive time. 
Consider x in A' Cl • If x does not reach Cl in positive 
time, then its w-limit set is contained in A, and hence is a 
closed orbit by the Theorem of Poincar~·Bendixson. TQis 
would imply that the original flow ~ on T2 had a closed orbit, 
which would be a contradiction. 
Thus every point in A,Clmeets Cl in positive time, and 
considering the original flow ~ on T2 , (T2,~) admits a 
circle (C) as global section. But the circle does not admit 
an expansive homeomorphism. Hence (T2.~) is not expansive. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1(b). 
Remark. We have incidentally shown that if ~ is a fixed point 
free flow on T2 , then either there exists a closed orbit, 
in which case the only minimal sets of (T2,~) are closed 
orbits, or (T2,~) admits Sf as a global section, in which case 
a minimal set of (T2,~) is the suspension of a minimal set 
for a homeomorphism on sj. 
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APPENDIX 
Anosov Flows are Expansive 
We apologise for .not having found a nice functional 
analytic proof of this result - the difficulty, as always, 
seems to arise from having to work "modu1u'o the orbits." 
The material in this section is extracted from 
[Anosov 1]. 
§A.1. Anosov Flows. Let Wm be a compact Riemannian m-manifo1d, 
w = f(w) a differential equation on W resulting in an 
Anosov flow, on wm. 
We denote the induced flow on the tangent bundle R 
"-of W by,. 
The Anosov condition means that R splits (continuously) 
into three .-invariant sub-bundles, say X, Y and Z, where Z is 
the I-dimensional bundle along the flow, generated by f, and 
if the tangent plate at W 
in k . y1 have for t X , r;; 1n we w w' 
( a) I·ttl a It I 
-ct 
~ e t ~ 0, ) I·ttl ~ b I t I e 
-ct t , O. 
(b) l·tr;;1 a 1r;;1 ct l·tr;;1 blr;;1 
ct t O. ~ e , t ~ 0, ~ e ~ J 
k and 1 denote . . f Xk y1 the d1mens10ns 0 w' w respectively, 
for all w, and the constants a,b and c are positive and are 
the same for all W, t, r;;. 
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We denote Xk i y1 by Vm- l and X i Y by V. 
w w w, 
We have inclusions xC .. ) : xk 4 Rm 
w w 
and the corresponding bundle inclusions 
X : X ~ R, A: Y ~ R, (X,A) : V ~ R • 
We remark that although X and A are not smooth inclusions, they 
are continuous and do have derivatives along the flow 
i.e. 
t=O 
and similarly DfA(w) 
exist and depend continuously on w. 
If III is in Rm w· there is a unique representation for 
(X. f) .1 ~ III = A, I { 1; 
" 
\ u 
"-We now study the flow 't on R. 
"-From ~t 
where E; is in Xk 
w ) 
1; is in y1 7 w 




and since the bundles X,Y,Z are ~-invariant,this map is 
represented by a matrix (P(t,W) 0 
o Q(t,w) 
\ 0 0 (1.2 ) 
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We~rive the system of differential equations describing 
these flows. 
The flow ~ in R has the associated equations w = f(w.) 




in W) w = fw(w).w is represented by 
m 
w~ = L 
1 j=l 







OJ = (Dr'" Dr" Dfr)(~)+ (~, A, r)m 
From w = f (w).w we have 
w 
These equations describe the flow (1.2) and hence split onto 
separate equations for ~, ~ and ~. 
We have t = A(w) ~ 
e = B( w) r,; 





e(:) B(:») = (X(V), A(V>. f(Vr~v(">' (x(v), A("»- Dr(X(w),A(W)! 
(1. 34) , 
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§A.2. Riemannian Metrics, 
Given an arbitrary Riemannian metric on R)Anosov constructs 
a special metric for R, and associated metri~for X and Y, which 
have the property that 
For all in W ~. XK W ,1n 'IT' 
where a is some 
constant > 0 , 
It follows that with respect to this metric, 
-at 
e for t ~ 0 , 
§A.3 Local Sections. 
Let h : R ~ ~ denote the exponential map 
(w,w) ... h(w,w) 
which has the propert~es 
h(w,O) = w 
where h = dh- j 
w 
. . Rm R2m j is the 1ncluS1on: w"', (w,O) 
W 1+ (w,O) 
d(h(w,w),w) = Iwl for Iwl ~ I 
I 
(with the appropriate length scale chosen) 
The restriction of h to the unit ball in Rm is a diffeomorphism of 
w 
this ball into ~. 
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We introduce t[,e following notation. 
x: (w) = {x : x is in x! ' Ixl ~ 6 } 
in similar vein. 
For a sufficiently small 6, h 0 (1 J l) I V:--l \w} is 
a smooth inclusion for arbitraryw, and its image,w6(w} 
say) is a disc that is nowhere tangent to the vector field 
f,(and hence is a local section). 
We remark that1f6(w) changes continuously with ~. and if 
w des cri bes an orbit of the flow, 1f 6 (w) changes smoothly. 
We state the following lemma without proof. 
I Lemma 3.1. Let Wo be in W, and let Vo denote the Vo bundle 
(for 6 > 0) restricted to the arc I ={~tVo : It I ~ 6} 
There 
h 0 (X,>') ~ 




V6 l + wm is a diffeomorphism onto its image, 
which contains a 26/3 nei~hbourhood of w • o 
Lemma 3.2. Letw be in Wand take 6, 0 < 6 ~ 6. 
o 0 
If w is in 1f 6(wo ), then there exists a maximal interval 6 C ~, 
. . . . into . s(O) and a un1que homeomorph1sm a:~ + ~ w1th = 0, such 
that, for all t in 6, ~tW is in 1f6(~a(t) wo)· 
into R (Equivalently/there exists a: 6' + _, 
such that/for all t in 6' = S-1(6), 
a(O) = 0, 
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Proof. We can define e in a (perhaps degenerate) neighbourhood 
of 0, using Lemma 3.1, and we just extend the domain of 
definition of a as far as possible. 
We shall show that if ~ is sufficiently small, then, for 
w ~ w , the domain of definition of a cannot be all of R • 
o 
This implies that ~ is expansive. 
For suppose ~ is not expans1ve, and let ~ > 0 be given. 
If Wo is in W, w~(wo) is a local section through wo' and 
we can construct a flow box F(w ) = w~(w ) x[-~,~J say, based 
o 0 0 
on this section. 
There exist points wand w in Wand a' 1n hom(~) with 
o 
Then define 
y( t) as the unique time t' such that It' - a' (t) I ~ ~ and 
Define a in hom(~) by a(t) = y(t) - y(O). 
Also ~.JO)(w) is in w~(w ) and ~ (w) ~ wo· Thus this 
y\ 0 0 Y(O) 
homeomorphism a is precisely the homeomorphism a described 
in Lemma 3.2, and is defined on R. 
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We use local sections to go from the dynamical system ~ 
on wm to go to a related (local) dynamical system, say ~, on 
This system describes how different orbits move in relation 
to each other. First ve construct not ~ but another system e 
vhich has the same orbits but a different time scale. 
Let v' be in ~~w). For the map e in Lemma 3.2. ve vrite 
S(t,v,v') for S(t), and 6(v,v') for the interval 6. 
Nov, if v is in W, let (v,x,y) be in X6 ~ Y6' Then 
h(v, x(vlx + A(V).y) = v' say in w6(v). We define at 
as follovs: 
and xt ' Yt are defined by 
at is the unique (partial) dynamical system on V6 
satisfying 
(1) at is defined for t in 6(v, v'), 
(2) In the domain of definition of a, 
h • (X,A) P (\ = cjlt 0 h " ('X,A). 
(3) Under the projection'" : Xc (fl Y c -+ wm vhich 
sends (v,x,y) 1+ v, 
° f e are proJoected onto oriented oriented orb1ts 0 t 
orbits of $t' but velocity is not preserved. 
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at is described by a vector fl.°eld (w· x· y.) , , 
on V6, using properties (2) and (3)0 
d Cit h(w,x(w).x + >-(w) .y) = f.h(w,'X(w).x + >.(w) .y) 
w = v(w,x,y).f(w), where v(w,x,y) is a scalar 
multiplier. Hence differentiation along at of functions 
depending only on w is carried out with the operator v.Df • 
The L.H.S. of (3.31) is 
h (w,X(w).x + >-(w).y) v.f(w) + 
w 
hw(W'X(w).x + >-(w) .Y~(VDfX(w).x + VDr"(w) .y) + 
h (w,X(w).x + >-(w) .Y)(X(w) oX + A(W) .y). 
w 
Therefore M(w,x,y) (;) = f h (w,X(w).x + >(w) .y), 
v 





h = ah 
aw 
M = h (w x(w).x + >-(w) .y) .f(w) + h (w,xtw).x + >-(w) .y)(Df x(w).x 3 w' w 
Now h (w, X{w)ox + ).(w).y)= hw(W,O) + fl(W,X,y) 
w 





fl is continuous and fl(W,O,O) = 0 • 
hW(W' X(w).x + X(w).y) = hw(w,O) + ;w hw(w,w) (X(x) + X(y» 
w=O 
= 1-111 + ()! at h(w,w) I (X(x) +>.(y» + f2 
t< w=O 
w 
= 1 + _() 1. (x(x) + X(y» 
Rm ()W Rm 
W W 
= 1. + f2(w,x,y). Rm 
w 
Therefore Ml = x(w) + f 3(w,x.y ) 
We rewrite (3.22). 
f4 (w.O,O) = 0 • 
~There f 5(W,O,O) = 0 . 
M(v,x,y) C~) = f(h(w, X(w).x + X(w).y» - M3(W.X.y), 
The R.H.S. equals fh ( 
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Now f h( 
= l' h(w,O) + fw(h(W,O». hw(w,O).(X(w).x + A(W).y) 
+ 1'7 - 1'5 
Hence ( ; ) • ~ X: v), A (v), r{ V, -1 [rV{ v). (X{ v) ,A (w» - (DrX: v). DrA (Wl]( 
v-I 
Hence we have the following equ~tions describing 9. 
x = A(w) . x + a(w, x, y) 
y = B(w) • y + b(w, x, y) 
v = 1 + c(w, x, y) 
W = v. f(w) 
where the functions a,b and c are continuous and 
a(w,O,O) = b(w,O,O) = 0. 
We now pass from e to the (local) flow ~ on V6 which is 
defined to have the following properties: 
(1) ~t(w,x,y) is defined for t in B(6(w,w'»)(and for (w,x,y) 
in V6, w' = h(w, :x(w)x + A(W).y» • 
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(2) Under the map h 0 eX,)..}) oriented orbits of IjI go 
into oriented orbits of ~,but generally speaking, 
velocity is not preserved. 
We have the following equations describing IjIt . 
x = A(w).x + a(w, x, y) . 
Y = B(w).y + b(w, x, y). 
W = few) 
The functions a and b are different from those in (3.33) but 
they are continuous and satisfY 
a(w,O,O) = b(w,O,O) = ° . 
We may write the transformations {ljIt} as 
x ~ p(t,w).x + pet, w, x, y) 
y ~ Q(t,w).y + q(t,w. x,y) 
We now compare the flows ~ and IjI by finding estimates for p and q. 
Lemma 3.3. For all £ > 0, there exists 6 > 0, such that if ~ 
is the partial dynamical system on V6 given by (3.35), then Ipl 
and Iql are less than £,for -1 S t S I • 
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PrQof. We consider t vith 0 ~ t ~ 1. (For t c [-l,J1, the proof 
is similar). 
let r;( t} = 1IIt (Y) - Q(t,v).y. 
. 
Then r,;( t) = B{1IIt (v». r;(t) + b(1IIt (v), 1IIt (x), 1II t (y». 
Thus: r;(t) r 1 h,v). b(1II (111),111 (x),111 (y» d-c = Q(t,v) 0 Q-
~ ~ ~ . 
= It Q«t - ~), 111 (v). b( 
o ~ 
Thus !r;(t)! ~ t. max IQ(t,V)1 sup I b(w,x.y) 
O,~~l (v,x,y) 
For 6 sufficiently small, sup Ib(v,x.y)1 is 
(v,x.y) 
d~ 
sufficiently small for I r; (t)1 to be less than £, for 0 ~ t ~ I . 
Similarly for t(t) = tj!t(x) - p(t,v) .x. 
We recall that Ip(t,v)1 ~ -at e 
I I -at Q(-t,v) ~ e 
for t ~ 0, 
vhere a is real, positive. 
Hence P(l,V) contracts x-vectors by a factor greater than I, 
and Q(-l,v) contracts y-vectors by a factor> 1. 
Therefore, if 61 1S chosen sufficiently small, t~e flov 
't viII also have the property that for (x,y) in V
6l
, 1jIl contracts 
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x-vectors by a factor greater than 1, and ~-l contracts y-vectors 
by a factor greater than 1. 
Hence, by choosing 6 smaller than 61 if necessary, the 
flow ~ on V6 will have the property that 
I~ -1 (x) I ~ klxl 
I~ l(y)1 ~ klyl 
} where k > 1 . 
This means that if (w,x,y) is in V6, then there exists an 
integer p such that 
~ (w,x.y) is not in V 6 say. 
p /2 
and thus 
• h9(X .A) (w,x.y) is not in the ball neighbourhood of 
a(p) 
~ (w) of radius 6/ 3 , by the properties of the flow ~ and Lemma 3.1. 
p 
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